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EMITTANCE GROWTH IN INTENSE MISMATCHED BEAMS 
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WC ‘use analysis and numerical simulation to study 
ir;znsverse fms emittance rowth in a space-charge 
N+,“:.‘Ii?ated beam, mismatched P o rts transport channel. We 
~::sc~ss two cases (1) a uniform cold beam injected into a 
,:I ur~tlv nonlirear channel, and (II) a semi-Gaussian beam 
; :;;ct&I into a iinear channel Nonlinear coupling damps 
‘f,e rnlsmatch osciilations, converting the ,~IvY&Lc~ 
;itctrostatic energy ;nto emittance growth. 
,,r:,,jiys~s shows a slow growth rate proportlonal to th; 
:;;annel ncnlinearlty parameter and predicts nearly 
,.c.:mplete dampln 

9 
and conversion to emittance growth; our 

t (‘IiiJiations con 1rm these predictions. in case II the 
7 “i,u:atlons show that dampin 
it lncci?plete. Sequences of 1 

is arrested and converslon 
ensity profiles clarify this 

effect %E phase of the profile oscillations changes, 
after a few F,lasma periods, in a way that inhibits the rms 
TI!I tta!?ce growth The 

9 
rowth is entirely due to a halo 

t::at inc!,Jdes only a smal fraction of the beam, un1iii.e the 
si tutiI;or I!) case I 

General, there is little practical difference 
ic:t’V+~eeri b -:en(mena in sheet beams and round beams,1,2 bolt 
tp,c ;y;>;)*;:‘;, :s irszally muc? simpler ir the former case 
Trier-efi?r-e, i’l t.be presenr report we restrict ourselves tl:’ 
cbre: PWKS .’ I, 

!.‘” (2 I i5p : / ,‘C standard Dedm model’ and agaln slrnFilfy 
( 2, . Z~~~.i::t:on: ?y’ omlttln reldtlvistic factors Ref. I 
!;;‘jii ‘:ses tlow !he correc Ion Tm3 may be applied weei: 9 

Cdze I: Mismatched Beam ini\ionllnear Channel i 

Lr a beam density n!x,z), the number of particles per 
souare centimeter wlthln rralf-,wldt.‘l x IS 

ii4 zh;Z) = .2 0” n(x,,zi dx,, 1) 

arid the total ruJrI%.ki per square Centimeter N 1s found by 
e:itenc:nl- the Jpper limit to include all of the beam. 
Definingfhe ncrnaljzed line perveance P = 4nNeZlmv2 and 
t:e transverse space-charge eiectrlc field 4neN,, ‘we have 
the space charge term In trie eauatlon of motion 

)(” = P N,(x,zi/N - Ko2 xc I f u x2/q? (2) 

The seccnd expression rin the right resreserQ an external 
foctis.nq force with a sl.ibic ronllnearity parameter o 
the l:riPar LijnS’ar,t b. +o?rt rrf the force is Fe, tnen the focusl;ng 

- I: aef:ned by the expression Fe/mv2 = - koLx 
In Ccl (2j,‘we nave also Introduced the t,ransverse Scale 
lrngt’h q -‘P/k 2. 

#r a cold%eam t/7@ flow is inltlzl! 
stisce-charae terry? ;n ia (21 IS‘ constan Y 

lamlnar and ‘he 
We s”low later 

that it us?~ally remains constant during most of the 
en?!t’ance qrcwth. Witing the initial posltlcn x(O) as < 
CW t.rte !nIt’!ai Dea?l edge as I?, we have for each particle In 
2:~I ln:tialiy lrnifc!rm beam the corstant qLar[tity X 

Nxikd ; S/h 5 I,( (3) 
,&It’7 0 1 x i I lnsertinq Eq (3) in Eq l2) and solv~nq, we 
obtain2, to first order in b ai;d u, 

‘(;(,Z) = q%[ I -qp+ (j.. +a~‘hmkZl, (4a) 

k = k,(l + $2) 

‘with the m;smatch parameter 1 z (h/q) - I, 
flear1 sauare beam size To lowest order in u and in 

the nonl;nearity paramete- 0, 

XT/q2 = $2 - 2ap + 2( p;(z + o;(4)cos[( 1 + +‘)k,zl 

Fcr laminar flow, ‘we take averages as In Ref 1 

( 5, r :, = NW ‘ojT< ni[j x2!E z), 
c, 

$; T. : -, 
” P(;o d)( = 

&I 
qk[ j/3 - 2a!5 + Lpi, * ioir ], 

where ;, ard I2 arr combinaticns of trigonilmetric 
functlolls and Fresnel integra!s We see the effect nf the 
nonlinearIty parameter 0 cy expanding this resLit for large 
z ‘we obtain the leading terms 

& (p + a)sln koz 1 (6’~ 
0 

-he 2-l 8:amplng of the ervelope osctliat’ons implies 
translerrence of ener 

1 
y to emlttance grcwth d Eventually 

iarnirlarity ceases an Eq (6) loses accuracy, but, 3s Vve 
shall See, not necessarily before the emittance growth is 
essential1 
with for ‘il 

complete FI 
arge z agrees c 9 

‘a ~~~0~s a simulation result 
osely with Eq. (6) 

F!Iase conflau?ation. Eq. (3) gjves, t:: lowest order, 
‘< 

Yi-{,z) == - k,qX( g + ox2;( 1 +q o;{%ini ( I +; o;(Z)k,;], (7, 

‘,!plt:h, w\ty- [.q, I:.+;, qives ‘!!;e phase c:nfigurat-on Tne 
rzam edne -cciilates ?t Qifferent freqLenci/ from t’:e 
‘:~‘rIter, t:ie qrowing Irreqularity causes rrrs emittance 
(111 !~#rh, as illustrated in Fig. I b 

0 
CT’ 

(a) 1 
:: 

(b) 

0 k,zi2n 5o ‘-1.5 x (cm) 1.5 

‘3, “II--034 

Fiq. 1. (a) Damping of envelope oscillations for p = 0.03, 
o = 3 02. tb) Phase-space configuration at koz/2n = 40 

Rrris Emittance As in Ref 2; we ;Ise Sacherer’s 
definition of mean square emittance, 

-, EL = ‘j( 2 ‘<X ,2) - ( x x’ >2 (8) 

We evall;ate ( x’~ ) and < xx’ > In teems of Fresnel integrals 
ana expand these for small and large z 

qrn 11 
rate F 

To lowest order in h and g, the rrean growth 

E2 = P4 
6.7.25 k,$ 

[ 4a2 + A, 3’ - ‘.’ :, (9a) 

Al !9b? 

We have defined the normalized distance 3 = 3ak z and 
nave om;:ted all oscillatory terms, as discussed in &ef. 2. 
Curing the main part of the’emlttance growth, the A, term 
dominates and the growth rate is 

d5 
i-F 

” [*]‘i2 $ (IO) 
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Large z. To lowest order in (-I, again omitting 
oscillatory terms, 

E(I) = &&y2+ g pu+gJ+g(p +u)qY (11) 

To get the asymptotic value E, we neglect the last term. 
TypIcally, u I p, so that E, cr. p, i.e., the final emittance Is 
proportIona! to the mismatch, as might be expected, 

We divide E, by Eq. (10) to find the nominal growth 
distance 

-/I75 
kOZgrowth = - 

1 + 20 + 
33Q u 1 45J.l 

(12) 

In the typlcal case u 5 p, we see that z 
growth rate is proportional to the nonlin&%‘yh ~ar%et$e 

amlnarlty. The flow Is laminar up to the critlcal 
distance given by* 3ak zcrlt r (p + u)-1 so that the 
condition for growth 
laminar flow 1s 

toobe essentlally complete during 

jl + u ( (3/l 75)“2 (13) 

Analys’s vs. Simulation. Equations (9) and (I I) 
describe th: qrowth of emittance to lowest order In the 
mismatch an&nonlinearity parameters Fig. 2a shows the 
result for tne case p = 0.03, a = 0.02, for which the 
laminarlty criterion, Eq. (13), Is well satisfted. The 
slmulatlon for this case, Fig. 2b, shows the exact solution, 
including the oscillations which we chose to suppress in 
the analysis 

2 
,,- ., 

d 
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Fig. 2. Emittance rowth from mismatch in nonlinear 
channel. (a) Small z fi q (9)l and large z [Eq. (I 111 analytic 
results. (b) Simulation result. 

Case II: Mismatched Beam in a Linear Channel 

It is not easy to get analytic results for this case 
because the entlre effect depends on non-lamlnar flow. 
However, one can appeal to conservation of energy and note 
that there is a large electrostatic energy associated with 
beam mismatch, so that the emittance 
large. (Formulas are derived in Ref. 9 

rowth could be 
.I The energy 

argument does not determine how much of this 
electrostatic energy is eventually converted to rms 
emittance (dlsordered motion) and how much simply 
persists as a coherent oscillation. 

Some mslght is obtained from what is known as 
Wangler’s equatlon.3a The sheet-beam version is’ 

& 2 = - 6 X3 $ Un, 

where X = <x2)‘/* and where Un is the normalized free 
energy or shape factor’,, which is zero for a uniform beam. 
We assume that the mismatched beam size X oscillates 
near1 sinusoidally over a given period. 

.Y osol ation period is 2n/k,, we have 
Then, if the 

X Y x + SX cosk,z, 

x3 rg x3 + 3 SX ?cos k,z + 0(6X2) (15) 

The overbars indicate an average over the given period. 
The U oscillations usually have pronounced harmonic 
conten?, so we write 

un = Ts, + Sun cos (k,z + 4) + harmonics, 

Un’(ZI = - k, 8Jn sin (k,z + $1 + harmonics, (16) 

with a phase difference 4 with respect to X. We multiply 
Eq. ( IS) by ( 16b and integrate over the given period. If we 
drop the Of 6X 1 terms, the harmonics do not contribute, 
and the growth during the period, from Eq. ( 141, is 

AE2 = $- P x2 SX 6Un sinb. (17) 

If the proflle oscillations lag significantly behind the 
envelope oscillations, there will be emittance rowth 
proportional to the variations in X and in U %I 
;;;;;ually the shape and size vary together, t8e g$wt% 

Simulation for Semi-Gaussian Case. Figure 3 shows 
numerical simulations for X(z), Un(Z) and Ed which 
confirm Eq. (17). Near the beginnin 
oscillations lag behind (by nearly !J 

(Fig. 3a) the profile 

B 

00) giving maximum 
rowth rate for E. Further on (Flq. 3b), the oscillations 
ecome synchronized and the rowtti stops. 

Fig. 4a shows phase plo s and density profiles for a 9 
semi-Gaussian initial configuration, the same case used 
for Fig. 3. One sees two corners of the distribution 
function rotatin in phase space faster than the core so 
that a halo deve ops. 9 The density profiles show that this 
halo contains only a small fraction of the beam. These 
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(by Stationary emittance after Un pulsates with X 
Fi 3. (a) Emittance growth during period when U, lags X. 
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profiles are displayed at z values that coincide with the 
minima and maxima of the shape factor Un in Fig. 3. 

Fig. 4b illustrates the s 
K of the beam size and shape w 

nchronized regular breathing 
ich occurs later (cf. Fig. 3b). 

The halo accounts for all the emittance growth; if a small 
percentage of the beam were eliminated, the rms 
emittance would be no 
This illustrates a genera 9 

reater than the orlginal value. 
principal rms results can be 

quite misleading for functions with long tails. 
In comparison, a weakly nonlinear channel (Part I) 

B 
ives slower emittance growth but the final effect ma 
e more significant because ali of the beam is involve J , 

not just a halo. 
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Fig. 4a. Phase plots and density profiles during the period of rms em,it,tance growth. The 
initial distribution is a truncated semi-Gaussian. As in Fig. 3, the initial tune depression 
(o/o01 is 0.26 and the mismatch is 44%. 
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Fig. 4b. The same case after saturation of the rms emittance 
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